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The Image of Fairfield

Outstanding seniors honored in Alpha Sigma Nu
Volunteers, and leaders in
Campus Ministry, FUSA, and
IRHG.

Caitlin Whelan
News Editor

The members of the 1994-95
chapter of Alpha Sigma Nu.

Photo: Kevin Wolfthal

Nineteen members of
the Class of 1995 were inducted
into Alpha Sigma Nu, the
National Jesuit Honor Society,
this past Sunday. The inductees
were honored as exemplary
representatives of the University
community through their
academic achievements and
contributions to the community,
both through campus activities
and community service.
Candidates for Alpha
Sigma Nu are seniors whose
grade point averages rank in the
top 15 percent of their class.
Students who meet this standard
are invited to apply for
membership. Inductees are
chosen on the basis of an essay
and the contribution each
candidate has made to the
University through involvement
and leadership in campus life.
The contributions this
year's members have made are
diverse. Among their wide range
of activities, they have served as
Resident Assistants, Mission

This year's inductees
are: Andrea Bertone, Mark
Beyerly, Michael Bizzario,
KevinGarofoli,JenniferHillgen,
Caroline Lenox, Jennifer
Mammen, Megan Mazzara, Erin
Moore, Nancy Samanich, Lisa
Santora, Nicholas Satta, Shelagh
Scollin, James Sulzer, Michael
Tamulis, Rosalind Van Tuyl,
Ronald Vigliotta, Christine
Williams, and Olga Zargos.
Officers of this year's chapter
were introduced at the opening
of the ceremony by Fr. Thomas
Regan, S.J. They include James
Sulzer, President; Shelagh
Scollin, Vice President; Michael

Parents' Weekend
a success

AIDS Quilt proceeds benefit
local organizations
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
Proceeds from last
year's AIDS Quilt were presented
last month to the Stewart B.
McKinnney Foundation and
Bread & Roses, two organizations
dedicated to supporting people
with AIDS.
Erica French '95, Chair
of the committee that brought the
NAMES Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt to the Fairfield University
Campus, presented checks for
$2,500 each to Lucie McKinney,
founder of the Stewart B.
McKinney Foundation, and
Adrienne Urban, assistant resident
manager at Bread & Roses.
The NAMES Project
AIDS Memorial Quilt was
brought to Fairfield last November
30. It was displayed in the Oak
Room for three days, and was
open to the public as well as the
University community to raise
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Bizzario, Treasurer; and Caroline
Lenox, Secretary.
Through
their
membership, the inductees
continue to demonstrate their
willingness to be faithful to the
Jesuit Ideal, a commitment to
scholarship, loyalty, and service.
The members of Alpha
Sigma Nu are actively involved in
a service project through their
senior year. According to Shelagh
Scollin, this year's project plans
to include a Safe Rides program.
The program will involve Alpha
Sigma Nu members providing
rides for students from the beach
to campus on weekends, to ensure
that students are transported back
to campus safely. "We're trying
to provide a service that isn't
already being provided on campus
by other clubs," Scollin remarked.
Three faculty members
were also chosen as honorary
members of Alpha Sigma Nu.
They are Rev. William F. Carr,
S.J. of the Philosophy Department;
Rev. David Jordan-Haas of
Campus Ministry; and Dr. Milo
W. Peck, Jr., of the Accounting
Department.

Christine Hamel
Staff Writer
Parents' Weekend
1994 at Fairfield University
brought thousands of parents to
campus October 15th and 16th.
"Parents' Weekend is
designed to get the parents
familiar with campus - what type
of activities, academics, and the
whole flavor of the University,"
stated Susan Olsen, Parents'
Weekend Coordinator.
After a welcome
speech from the University
President, Rev. Aloysius P.
Kelley, S. J., parents could choose
from a variety of activities. For
example, parents of biology and
chemistry majors could tour the
labs and meet the professors.
A variety of topics were
discussed in small group sessions
between the parents and faculty.
Campus Ministry also presented
a session to allow parents to get a
sense of the role Campus Ministry
could play in student's lives.
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Theatre
Fairfield
opens season

Saturday afternoon,
the Parents' Weekend Mass was
held at Alumni Hall where the
Glee Club and the Chamber
Singers performed.
Las Vegas Night took
place in the Campus Center on
Saturday night. Parents and
students could try their hand at
Blackjack or Roulette. At nine
o'clock there was a performance
by the King of Rock'n'Roll.Elvis
Presley, at the Stag-Her Inn.
"Although I personally don't care
for Elvis, my mother seemed to
have enjoyed herself," Katy Clark
'98 stated.
On Sunday, the Lady
Stags soccer team played Niagara
on the Varsity Field. At the Quick
Center, the Glee Club and
Chamber Singers performed their
Parents' Weekend Concert,
followed by the induction of
nineteen members of the senior
class into Alpha Sigma Nu, the
National Jesuit Honor Society.
' 'We had a great turnout
and things went smoothly," Olsen
concluded.
>
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Campus Beat

,v

Caitlin Whelan
News Editor

UNIVERSITY
rTlMlVE

* A chemical spill occurred on campus on October 12th. Diesel Fuel leaked from an off-campus bus.
Security worked with the Fairfield Fire Department to clean up the spill.
* Security received reports of a harassing phone call from a residential student on October 12th.
* Security responded to reports of an unwanted guest in a residence hall on October 12th.
* Three reports of vandalism to a vending machine in Gonzaga were reported this week. All involved a
machine being tipped over, and damage to the machine.
* A criminal trespass warning was issued to a non-student on October 14th. The suspicious individual was
found in a parking lot and approached by Security.
* Security responded to an incident involving prep students possessing narcotics and alcohol on October
14th.
* An intoxicated non-student was transported to the hospital by ambulance on October 14th.
* A minor motor vehicle accident occurred at the rear of the gym on October 14th. The accident is under
investigation by Security.
* A University student was found in possession of narcotics on October 14th. The individual is undergoing
the University judicial process.
* Security assisted Residence Life on October 16th with three intoxicated individuals. One person was
identified as a University student and is going through the judicial process.
* Two wallets were reported stolen from the men's locker room on October 17th. The theft is under
investigation by Security and the Fairfield Police.

Campus Crier
Seniors: Take advantage of the Career Planning Center's
Resume Drop-In, today, Thursday, October 20th, from 2:30-4:00 P.M.
Class of 1997! Your class dinner is this evening, Thursday,
October 20th, from 5:00-7:00 in the Oak Room!
Sophomores: Interested in being part of Orientation '95?
Attend an informational meeting today, Thursday October 20th, at 3:15
in Gonzaga auditorium to receive more details and an application.
The Student Environmental Association will hold a meeting
tonight at 7:00P.M. in Canisius 1, for all those interested in attending.
Support the Stags!! Come watch the Men' s Soccer team play
Loyola of Maryland, Saturday October 22nd at 1:00 P.M. on Alumni
Field.
Peter Serkin will perform Saturday night, October 22nd, at 8:00 P. M. in the Quick Center.
Harvest '94!!! The "Haunted Harvest" Semiformal will be this Saturday, October 22nd, from
9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. in Alumni Hall.
Class of 1995!!! Come to the Torch Lit Mass for the Senior Class on Sunday, October 23rd
at 5:00 P.M. on the Patio of the Oak Room! There will be a Wine and Cheese reception in the Oak Room
following the mass.
Comedian Steven Wright will perform at the Quick Center at 8:00 P.M. on Sunday, October 23rd.
Admission is $10 per person.

Classifieds
WANTED!: AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING SPRING BREAK COMPANY SEEKING
INDIVIDUALS TO PROMOTE TRIPS. JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS, FLORIDA! EASY FREE
TRAVEL 1-800-426-7710.
**Spring Break '95** America's #1 Spring Break Company! Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytona & Panama! 110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn
highest commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL.
WANTED-Campus Representatives to sell Great Student Vacations for Target Sport Adventures
Earn Free Trips, commissions. Call 1-800-832-4242. Chris X 304.
Spring Break—Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun, and Jamaica from $299. Air, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties and More! Organize small group—earn FREE trip plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.
BASS PLAYER NEEDED TO COMPLETE ORIGINAL ROCK BAND.. INFLUENCES INC.
U2, FLOYD, DOORS. CALL MATT AT 255-6504.
Wanted! Individuals and Student Organizations to Promote SPRING BREAK "95. Earn
substantial MONEY and FREE TIRPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.

Cheers
to seeing Mom & Dad again..to
getting awesome packages from
home..to laughing while watching
Letterman..to Loose Cannon..to
the very pretty brunette in TH 53,
we don't know who you are yet,
but we will..to professors who tell
you dark secrets..to friends who
bring you food when you're sick..to
knowing your ABC's..to girls who
smile at you even if they don't
know you..to "the boys" in TH
58. .to the get-along gang—and our
awesome initiation booth at
Kelly's..to winning beirut 13 times
in a row with your sister..to riding
in the Jeep listening to Gospel
songs..to the Fishbowl girls..to the
Big F_cking Nice House..to TH
45 for the lasagna.. .to Saturday
morning cartoons..to TH 143..to
Loose Cannon to girls with deep
throats and the women who love
them..to living next door to an
OBGYN (he's single ladies)...to a
keg of Guinness..to Floyd, the
black lab..to getting your roomie
back after the long weekend..to
Peer counselors in training,do you
love my corny jokes..to missing
Friday classes because your roomie
was sick..to getting a phone call
from a friend in Virginia..to Feliz
Navidad..to naked raccoons..to
signing
the
sandbar..to
wrapples..to Mom & Dad..to the
Jolly Green Giant and Sprout..to
opening Stamford Mall..to Skip Bo mania..to cider..to 6:30 am
study dates..to plankton..to
Groundhog's Day and Secretary's
Day..to Pole Position and Linda's
Lollies..to the cute sophomore who
keeps me awake in my English
class.to the Sidetracks bet..to "I
didn't know you was there"..to
taking parents to the Grape..to
Hopscotch on Loyola 2..to chicken
marsala and great company at TH
102..to elementary school rice..to
housemates who are brave enough
to clean up throw-up on the
porch..to being the "innocent"
one..to "I swiss with steak
knives"..to "things that stench of
nice smelling"..to TH 91 and
catered food..to actually having
fun with your parents..the blonde
babe at the Wooden Seaman being
21 ..to Claver4 and Phi! the RA..to
the RA "keying in"..to passing out
before you even go out..to Bacardi
151 ..to the 8th floor of Gatsby 's..to
Maybelline circles under the
eyes..to "Ernie McNearney"..to
running in front of cop cars..to
stealing money from the bums in
NYC..to "Sammy D" - the original
Claver 4 iguana..to "Joke" - the
Claver 4 iobster..to "Kurt Cobain"
in Kostka..to the cow guys - thanks
for being so generous..to dancing
on Beirut tables with wet pants..to
#7..to great friends who throw you
surprise parties..to fudge and
peanut butter..to dance parties at
TH 144..to the real McCoy

Boos
to not getting any work donc.to
midterms..to not having a dress or
the time to go buy one..to reality
kicking you in the head..to
realizing it's your last year..to
puking on a Jeep..to speechless
guys..to missing your roomie
when they go away..to Boston
College thinking they're the #1
Catholic school on the East
Coast..to 4 hour chem labs..to
strange men on your voice mai 1—
do I know you?..to your parents
going to your older brother's
Parent's weekend instead of
yours..to not having a football
team..to having nightmares when
you're sleeping alone..to
understanding nothing in Organic
Chem..|p Pearl Necklaces (the
oyster kind)..to holding a grudge
(we're seniors now, let it die!)..to
guys that stay over, but ask you to
wake them up at 6:30. .to queever..to waiting in line for lotto #s
for Harvest..to those 7 people who
kept hooking up with each other at
Kelly's on Thursday..to lost
cars..to rain on your parade..to
sins of the flesh..to pizza burns..to
staring..to bare feet on a cold
floor..to trying to understand the
opposite sex..to having to go to
Dolan for brunch if your parents
aren' t here for Parents weekend.. to
anal housemates..to getting dissed
by Michael Bolton at Tommy's, .to
bedwetting..to ex-boyfriends who
think they can come to your
house..to walking home alone at 2
AM..to the Mayor..to being
depressed about grades..to grumpy
friends..to broken white-trash
bowls..to having a bad Beirut
night..to the Harvest Dilemma..to
not having Carpet Fresh..to rude
sophomores..to having no
money..to obnoxious beach
people..to the clock in DM 350..to
"He has so many *&%$#(§)
women"..to cutting hair a little
too
late..being . sick..to
worry warts..to not knowing what
to do after graduation..to know-itall friends..to not having enough
time to yourself..to the skunks
waiting for us on the 2nd path..to
getting written up..to walking
home from the beach..to fighting
with your sister..to not
remembering New Haven..to
failing chemistry..to lying to a
priest.to "mirror-walf'step
aerobics teachers..to walking
valiums as teachers..to Parents
Weekend..tocramming for a chem
test..to Bridgeport buses..to
buying 2 kegs, but only finishing
one..to picking up "luggage" at
the beach at 8 am..to morning
swim practicc.to roommates who
are mean in the morning..to your
whole team quitting - it's gonna
be a great season..to boyfriends
who go away for Harvest
Weekend..to randoms at the swim
team party..
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PepsiCo Co-founder speaks on changes in Russia
Chris Cipriano
Staff Writer
On October 12, Donald
M. Kendall, Co-Founder and
former Chairman and CEO of
PepsiCo, addressed a crowd of
approximately 300 students,
faculty, and guests on "The
Changing Russia: New Realities."
This lecture coincided with the
new multi-faceted Russian Studies
program now offered at Fairfield.
Talks began between
the University and PepsiCo in the
spring of 1993 surrounding the
feasibility of securing a grant to
fund a Russian Studies program.
The resultwas a $566,000 PepsiCo
Foundation grant to help the
program get off its feet and become
available for the students of
Fairfield.
Dr. Robert Wall,
Academic
Vice-President,
explained that the International
Studies program at Fairfield
"lacked a concentration in Russian
studies." Therefore, the College

of Arts and Sciences and the
School of Business teamed up to
develop this new course,
according to Dr. Wall, and will
provide cultural and political
training and "opens dooisnot
thought possible."
Rev. Kelly followed
and thanked PepsiCo for the
financial contribution and their
confidence in the University. "The
best programs invest in the
future,"Rev. Kelly commented.
He was pleased to announce that
12 students (mainly freshmen)
have partaken in this new
opportunity.
Students meet for their
three classes per week, in addition
to language coaching class and
"conversation meetings" weekly.
Students have called this,.
according to Rev. Kelly, "the
Russian table" and usually
conduct class over coffee or, of
course, Pepsi.
Donald M. Kendall then
presented the Inaugural PepsiCo
Lecture in International Studies.

SEA remains
active on campus
Hugh Murphy
Contributing Writer
The
Student
Environmental Association had
their second general meeting
Thursday, October 6. In addition
to discussion of upcoming events
and current campaigns, John
Toth, founder of Clean Sound,
came to the meeting to lend his
support to S.E.A.
Since the founding of
Clean Sound four and a half years
ago, a successful marsh cleanup
has been initiated with 46
cleanups removing 220 tons of
trash to date. Clean Sound has
grown into a 35 foot trailer
providing
educational
information to the general public.
SEA's present project is
to implement an Environmental
minor. This interdisciplinary
program will provide students
with the fundamental knowledge

of Environmental management
and policy. Chair Jessica DiFiore
feels that "Students are becoming
more environmentally aware and
have adesire formore knowledge."
Greening of Campus is
presently working on a reusable
mug program in which students
will be able to use this mug on
campus and get a discount at
participating restaurants. It is the
hope of co -chair Jen Adonizio to
"encourage the use of reusable
mugs and decrease the use of
throwaway plastic and paper
cups."
The next SEA meeting
will be on October 20 at 7:00 P.M.
Also on the 20th, Joseph Breen of
the Environmental Protection
Agency will speak to students on
the effort
to incorporate
environmental consciousness and
the notion of substantiability into
chemical
research
and
development.

M».

FLOWER SHOP

"FOR YOUR HARVEST DATE"
ROSE BOUTONN1ERES $3.75
TO NO STEM ROSES $2.50 EACH
$25.00 A DOZEN
2151 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
TELEPHONE 336-1895

(Next to Angus Restaurant)

Mr. Kendall, praised by Dr. Wall
as "a leader who knows how to
lead," went on to explain how
Pepsi infiltrated the Communist
bloc, and became the first foreign
consumer product sold in the
former Soviet Union.
Mr. Kendall, a member
of the National Business Hall of
Fame, first went to Moscow in
1959, as President of Pepsi-Cola's
overseas operations. This was
preceded by a call from the State
Department informing him that
Coca-Cola had turned down an
offer to sell Coke in the USSR.
They cited the fact that they did
not want to become "associated
with communism." The offer was
then on the table and Pepsi
"accepted the offer to get involved
in that part of the world."
Kendall told then-VicePresident Nixon, that he needed
to get a bottle of Pepsi into Soviet
Premier Khrushchev's hands.
Many in the U. S. did not like the
idea of Pepsi going to the USSR,
so Kendall needed to make quick

progress to quell any opposition.
The following day
Khrushchev tried Pepsi and liked
it so much, he passed a bottle out
to everyone in the room. Pepsi's
slogan at the time was "Be
sociable. Drink Pepsi."
The
next
day,
newspapers across the U. S.
waved the headline "Khrushchev
learns to be sociable." Kendall
had yet another success on his
hands.
A major boost came
several years later, when the U.
S. ambassador to Russia
suggested to Kendall that PepsiCola trade Pepsi for Russian
vodka.
After a meeting at the
Kremlin, the Russian Prime
Minister embraced the idea and
agreed to grant Pepsi a mpnopoly
on Russian vodka in the U. S. and
a monopoly of soft drinks -Pepsi
- in Russia.
Ten bottling plants
soon opened in the former USSR.
Today, at least 22 exist, with two

more slated to open this year.
Kendall explained the
situation of the Russian political
and social environment. He
noted that, "The rise and fall of
Soviet communism..was one of
the most significant occurrences
in the 20th century. All of Europe
transformed as a result of Soviet
communism.,a
massive
change."
Kendall continued to
say that, today, privatization is
moving forward in Russia,
consumer spending is up, and
inflation is at 8%, down from
26% just one year ago.
Political
and
economic reforms have
continued to move forward in
Russia, thanks in part to Boris
Yeltsin's handling of thecurrent
situation. Kendall provided an
extensive description of the
current Russian economic and
political realities.
He concluded by
saying,"If there aren't problems,
there wouldn't be solutions."

Attention all Cheers & Boos
readers!!
Let's admit it--wefve ali seen these
graphics before! If anyone has their
own sketches or drawings they would
like to see in the Cheers & Boos column,
don't be shy! Submit them to Box AA,
or bring them to the Mirror office on
Gonzaga ground.
Drawings can be of any size or shapewe can shrink or enlarge them!!

Great haircuts
Great prices
Now
259-1649
26 Sherman Court
(behind the Fairfield Store)

|A FULL SERVICE SALON

$20.00 w/ student ID
(reg. $35 and $38)
profession! manicure $8.00
other special rates on waxing
call for appointments

•^ DELICATESSEN

S

UP
TO

$coo

Buy one sandwich Get one FREE!
Bring in this ad and enjoy
a complimentary sandwich when
a second sandwich of equal or
greater value is purchased
Located in the GRAND UNION shopping center!

'VALUE
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Faculty panel advises freshman class on change
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
Five
members
of
Fairfield's faculty formed a panel
on "Changes" Tuesday night, to
address the Freshman class on their
own experiences in college. The
panel, sponsored by the First Year
Experience program, consisted of
Gwen Vendley, Dean of Students,
Dr. Arthur Anderson, Professor of
Sociology, Dr. Suzanne MacAvoy,
Acting Dean of the School of
Nursing and Professor of Nursing,
Dr. Mark Worden, Associate
Professor of Psychology, and Fr.
G. Simon Harak S.J., Associate
Professor of Religious Studies.
The first to speak, was
Dean Vendley, who shared with
the Freshman class her own
experiences on change during her
years in college. "When I was
eighteen, I thought that all I had to
do was be a ray of sunshine, to
always have a smile on my face,"
Vendley said. "I thought by doing
all of that, all would be well. Then
my classmates started returning
from Vietnam in coffins."
Vendley soon realized
that while trying to fit in with
everyone else, she was not
discovering who she was. "The
smiles and conformity could not
squelch what I was feeling inside—
confusion and pain. I knew I had to
find a reason for my life." Her
quest took her to Washington D.C,
to Japan, and to the third world
before she came back to the United
States and completed her graduate

Dr. Anderson shares his college
Photo: C. Whelan

experiences with the class of 1998.

work. "In trying to find out what I
was and who I am, I discovered
that my questions never existed,"
Vendley said.
Vendley stressed the
importance of searching to find
out who you truly are. "When I
look back to that eighteen yearold, I still know her fears and tears,
but what I marvel at is the questions
she asked that drove her to become
me."
Professor Anderson
spoke next about the freedom
students face in their first year at
college, through his own
recollections of his freedom in
college. "For the first time in my
life, I was taking full responsibility
for my life"
In keeping with the theme
of the program, Professor Anderson
acknowledged the changes that
have taken place in America in the
past few decades, and how those
changes will affect the world that
the freshman class will enter in just

over three years. Anderson's
advice also stressed the importance
of being open to change, and
allowing a variety of experiences
to shape one's life and career. "Try
to increase your appetite for
change. Your parents can't advise
you very well. The America you're
going into is not the one your
parents grew up in,"Anderson said,
continuing, "Don't be surprised if
you get to the middle of senior year
without the foggiest notion of what
you want to do. I know some
students who know exactly what
they want to do. They make me
nervous."
Anderson concluded his
advice to the freshman class saying
"Get in charge of your own life.
Yes, this can be painful. It's called
growing up."
Dr. Worden spoke next
on the changes students face in
themselves and in their families
during college, particularly in the
first year. "You're going to see

yourselves differently, and your
parents will still see you as a
senior in high school."
"Whether you like it or
not,you'regoingtochange. What
you have to ask yourself is what
part of the change do you want to
have? You can choose to deny it,
or fight it, but it is going to
happen."
Worden
advised the students to recognize
their interests and focus on them,
while being open to new
experiences to discover who they
really are. "The quest I would
give you, is every time you meet
someone who has it all together,
or a professor who really likes
what they're doing, find out what
it is about that, and you'll find out
something about yourself, too."
Dr. MacAvoy spoke
next about her own quest to find
who she was and what she wanted
to be. "When I was in school you
were supposed to know what you
wanted to be. I knew what I
didn't want to be. I would advise
you to take a risk at whatever
opportunities come your way. "
MacAvoy said, "What I
can tell you is to be open to what
happens to you, go along with the
flow. Change is going to happen.
Take a risk and be open to what
happens. If you don't understand
it you'll learn it as you go along,
and you'll be surprised at what
you already know."
The last professor to
speak was Fr. Harak, who told of
the changes in his life during
college that shaped his own
direction and choices in life. "I

was the hope of my family, the
first to go to college," Harak said.
"I promised my dad I would
graduate first or second in my
class. To set a goal is to organize
your life."
A major change in Fr.
Harak's life came after college,
shortly after he entered the Society
of Jesus, when his father died.
"This was a big change for me.
Things I thought were really
secure were gone. You think
you're going on your own
strength, but you have no idea
how much you're relying on the
strength of others until they're
gone."
The second change in
Harak's life came when he
discovered the role Jesus played
in his life, and he stressed the
value of this change in the lives of
the students before him. "Those
were two major changes I went
through. Once you're in the
company of Jesus, you're not
going to be too badly off."
After the professors
spoke, the floor was opened for
freshman students to ask them
questions, and for the panel to
give final pieces of advice.
Ultimately, their words and stories
reflected the need to recognize
who you are and what you want to
be, to be open to change, and to
have fun while doing it.
Dr. Worden's final
words to the freshman class were
"Find out what you enjoy, and
what you are good at. Build a
career on your strengths. The rest

takes care of itself,"
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Angus Steakhouse & Saloon
2133 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, Ct. 06430
Thursday Night Fairfield University
Specials

25 cent Wings
$2.00 pints of Pete's Wicked Ale
from 4:00 to 8:00
$5.00 Burger w/valid Ffld. University
I.D.
NOT just a place to bring your parents
anymore
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Fairfield University Student;

on Wednesday At 26* of October, 1994

i
<

Valid drivers liscence and current Ffld. Univ. ID required to consume alcohol

A unique opportunity
for administrators, faculty
and students to come
together.

11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
iff the McElcnev I&otm, Hiinwir OMMMU Goiter.
Hoes D ourvet, desserts, coflee, tod pmen
will be served. We hope to xee you there!
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Honors Program making progress
Jessica Nutley
Campus Life Editor
The four year Fairfield University
Honors Program has progressed extremely
well since its fall 1992 inception, according
to the students, faculty and director of the
program.
"The overall objective of the
Honors Program is to engage talented
students in a challenging program of study,
through a carefully-crafted series of courses
and seminars," according to the University
catalog. The previous Honors Program,
which was firmly established in 1980 was
open only to juniors and seniors and was less
competitive than hoped. "It was a program
that people in the humanities were
comfortable with. We've tried to make the
program more attractive to those outside the
humanities discipline," said Dr. Paul
Lakeland, director of the Honors Program.
The first year of the program lays
the foundation for the program and serves as
a general introduction to Western thought.
The first semester of the course is themed
"Ideas that Shaped the West" and the second
semester is "Minds and Bodies." Each of
these courses is taught by three faculty
members in different disciplines who can
add some insight from their field of interest
to the topic. For example, "Minds and
Bodies" was taught in the spring 1993
semester by professors from Religious
Studies, Psychology and English
departments. The first year classes have
both a class and seminar format. In one of
the classes, the professors lecture and in the
seminar the ideas put forth in the lecture and
the readings are discussed and analyzed by
both the students and the faculty. The
professors serve as moderators in the
seminar, but it is the students who are
encouraged to share their thoughts.
Therefore, both the students and the
professors are allowed to give their
commentary on a subject without feeling a
superior-inferior relationship that are
prevalent in other classes.
The second year format more or
less resembles a typical class because there
is no seminar, although there is still periodic
student discussion on the topic. The first
semester is "Challenges to the Western
Tradition," in which the West is critically
examined through the eyes of those who
have not benefited from it or do not belong
to it (i.e. those from colonized nations, certain
minority groups). The second semester
involves an intense study of one non-Western
nation. The program has targeted Japan.
Turkey and Egypt to be scrutinized.
The third year of the program is a
full year study of three rotating themes:
"Chaos," "Genius and Creativity" and
"Progress." Although the theme remains
constant, the professors switch after each
semester for a new perspective on the topic.
The fourth year of the program is optional at
the discretion of the student's major
department. If the student chooses, he or she
may write a substantial research paper that
relates to his or her major.
Most of the participants in the
program are chosen based on SAT scores
and high school academic achievement.
Approximately one-third of the participants
the current freshman and sophomore
M jnors classes are a year ahead of the other
students. These particular students were
invited to participate when they were
freshmen based on their QPA and began the
program in their sophomore year. The
students in the program are typically wellrounded. The members include athletes,
FUSA representatives, artists (both musical
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Phil Renne '96 reading up on chaos
and visual), Eucharistic Ministers andRA's.
Their involvement in Fairfield University
outside the classroom prevents "tunnel
vision" that can occur when students are
wrapped up only in their studies.
Because the students are together
for four years, there is a bond that develops
when all of the students are grappling with
ideas and issues that cause them to reconsider
their views of the world and themselves. Lys
GuiHorn '95 says that in the program "The
people are important. It's good being with a
group of people who like to share ideas and
talk about them, even if we don't agree."
Mark Potter '96 adds "I am really proud of
our class - as the guinea pigs for the three
year program, we've studied everything from

Aristotle to Mandelbrot, from Augustine to
Achebe. You will not find agroup of students
on this campus that has been exposed to as
much as we have these past two and a half
years."
The faculty as well has gotten a lot
of the program. Those professors chosen to
teach are usually not experts on the topic, so
they learn along with the students. Rick
Dewitt, a philosophy professor and current
co-instructor of the "Chaos" program saici, I
think [the program] is going great.
Everybody's engaged in some substantial
research on a topic that is relatively
unexplored. I'm really happy with the way
that the research is going."
FUSHA (Fairfield University

B

Student Honor Association) is a club for the
honors students to collectively socialize and
plan events and lectures. This year, FUSHA
sponsored the annual Honors Program
reception featuring Dr. David Schmidt to
acquaint freshmen with the student and
faculty participating in the program. Kelly
Fitzgerald '97, FUSHA president, hopes to
get the club involved in community service,
possibly having students read to
schoolchildren.
The future plans of the program
include a comprehensive review of the
program in 1997, at which time possible
changes will be made. Another possibility
includes a science class that encompasses
both the natural and social sciences to be
used toward the core requirements. In the
meantime, Dr. Lakeland said, "So far it's
going extraordinarily well. The first year in
particular makes people happy."
Gerah Ventresca '96 summed up
the feelings of most Honors Program
students, faculty, and Dr. Lakeland when
she said, "The Honors Program has exposed
us to a wide variety of material stretching
across various disciplines while allowing us
to gain new insights into areas which may
not otherwise have been explored. It has
certainly opened my eyes to a new
perspective from which to view the world."

Fairfield Faces: Dr. Milo Peck
Luke Kurzawa
Staff Writer
Last year Dr. Milo Peck was
honored by the students of Fairfield
University when they named him
Teacher of the Year. The award was
well deserved by a man known for his
enthusiasm and tremendous love for
teaching and working with students.
Upon hearing that he had won the
award, Dr. Peck was overwhelmed.
"I had not received
something that quite made me feel that
way. It was special. It is something that
comes from the students. When Father
Regan came down and told me, I had to
sit down. It was a recognition or
affirmation of the big change that I
made in my life in terms of leaving the
business world and wanting to do
something that made a difference for
others," he said.
Dr. Peck has been teaching
at Fairfield since June of 1990. He
teaches a number of economics courses,
including Intermediate Accounting at
both the graduate and undergraduate
levels as well as Federal Tax-and
Advanced Accounting courses. Next
semester, Dr. Peck will begin teaching
a new course called Governmental and
Non-Profit Accounting. These courses,
along with the others that he teachgs at
the graduate level, constitute the bulk
of his work here at Fairfield University.
Dr. Peck was born in
Hartford and grew up in Windsor. After
high school, he attended Middlebury
College where he majored in history
and minored in religion. Dr. Peck
received his Elementary Education
Teaching Certificate and began
teaching at an elementary school along
with coaching the basketball team.
After spending several years teaching.
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"When you give a talk like this,
Dr. Peck went to graduate school where he
obtained a master's degree from it's not an educational thing. It's in terms of
Northeastern, a master of laws from Boston what it means in your heart and your;
University, and a juris doctor from Suffolk relationships with students. You can hide
University. After receiving the various behind debits and credits, but feehngs you;
degrees, Dr.-Peck spent almost twenty years can't hide behind.Dr. Peck is one ofthe most popular j
working in the business wprld. Yet he says. .
that teaching for him is more significant respected and honored teachers at Fairfield
■ University. J-le. is dedicated tq his ^ijtents
than all the success, he had in business.
"In business, you measure your and truly loves his job. wniclTin this day in
worth in how many dollars you make, by j age is not the case for many people. Dr. Peck
the numbers of Mercedes' you drive, by realizes this, and readily acknowledges his
the size of your house. In education, you happiness.
"If I could have created the ideal
measure your value by the good feelings
you have when you help your students," he situation, with the opportunity, with the
ideal student body, in an ideal area, it would
said.
On Sunday, Dr. Peck was be just what I have here. I have had a number
inducted into Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit of jobs over the years throughout my career.
Honor Society. Prior to the event, he But one thing I'll say about Fairfield is that
indicated that he was a little nervous about I look forward to coming down here every
giving a speech but acknowledged that it day. I commute down from the Hartford
area and I get charged just coming down,"
would be a truly memorable experience.
he said.
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"Gather ye rosebuds ..."
Bill Toth
Staff Writer
Plato wisely reminds us,
"The unexamined life is not worth
living." This is especially true for
college students. One month has
gone by and Hrothgar is coming at
you once again from his shoe box
in Jogues. A week ago, I got a letter
from my evil twin, Slothgar.
Presently he is attending the
College of Loafing, where the
motto is "five to ten of the most
mentally destructive years of your
life." Speaking of Slothgar, Tom
Waits once said, "I'd rather have a
bottle in front of me than a frontal
lobotomy." Slothgar still doesn't
know the difference. Slothgar is
the kind of guy one might find
lounging in his room at four in the
afternoon, devouring microwaved
pizza, slurping down cauldrons of
Yoo-Hoo, eagerly awaiting the next
rerun of "What's Happening?" He
doesn't go out much. His idea of a
good night is passing the time,
attached to the television, as Bo
and Luke Duke soar past the baffled
Lt. Roscoe P. Coltrane, with the
help of buxom Daisy, in the "Dukes
of Hazzard." He's a miser of
energy, only burning enough for
himself. He isn't a lounge lizard,
he's just a lizard. In short, he is
lazy.
Well, I am beginning to
gather my rosebuds. College may
be difficult if one allows the
problem of too much time and too

little cerebral activity to plague
him. College is a four year epic
quest for truth, knowledge, friends,
and of course, the immortal
Bacchus.
A month ago, I asked the
question, "Will I make friends?"
Of course I will and of course I
have. Friends are invaluable. They
have an uncanny knack of softening
the truth, saying things like, "Hey,
Hrothgar, a 23 on your last
accounting quiz? Yeah, but you
worked hard for that!" They teach
us how to learn, live, love, and
party. St. Augustine comments on
the pleasure of friends, "The
comforj I found in friends - and thepleasure I found in them in things
of earth - did much to repair and
make me." Friends help us examine
life, they make it worth living.
The four year quest is
remarkably short. It will take us to
unchartered lands and evoke our
little minds. Surviving the quest
means surviving the challenges of
college. It means defending
yourself from your own Slothgar.
The graduation is the victory. The
end product is a character of self
restraint who knows quite well
what being true to himself means.
Character is caught, not taught. It
is acquired from imitating, not
mindless mimicking, those who
grace us and lead us. Character
comes not in books, but in the lived
examples of great parents, teachers,
friends, and leaders.
I expect the next four

years to bring rich rewards. I want
to experience everything. To the
newcomer I say, use your time
well, explore the campus, and if
you get bored, take a walk down to
Campus Ministry. If anybody asks
what you're doing, just tell them
you're enraptured with orthopraxy,
whatever that is. Don't get tunnel
vision, because the light at the end
of the tunnel might be New Jersey.
Time should never be the problem
if we live by the words of the great
poet, Robert Herrick, who said,
"Gather ye rosebuds while ye may,
old time is still a-flying; and this
same flower that smiles today,
tomorrow will be dying." Go now
with your spirits charged and live
the examined life, the life worth
living.

Top 10 signs of a bad
Harvest date
Mark Fusco
Staff Writer

6. He gets so drunk
before the dance that after Electric
Sliding, he vomits all over you.

10. When he picks you
up he compliments you with
"Your makeup doesn' t make you
look as slutty as usual."

5. Her dress is cut
low enough to expose the tattoo
"Hail Satan" on her chest.

9. She puts her hand
on your behind during a dance
and says, "Wow! Feels just like
my cousin Bobby Joe's,!"s*

4. The bouquet of
flowers he gives you has a banner
on it that reads "Rest in Peace,
Harry."

8. He brings a
basketball to Alumni Hall and
shoots hoops with his buddies all
night.

3. Her dress strangely
resembles a habit.

7. After giving her a
corsage, she says "Great! Now I
have something to smoke after
the dance!"

2. During a slow
dance, he romantically whispers
into your ear "Let's get nasty."
1. She requests77?e
Samples.
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SOPHOMORES:
Be a part of a special Fairfield
tradition...help plan Orientation for
the class of 1999!
All interested students should attend
the informational meeting at 3:15
today in Gonzaga Auditorium. If you
are unable to attend, call ext. 2375
for more information.

JP Morgan

^

Audit Career Opportunities in Business and Technology
About J.P. Morgan
J.P. Morgan provides sophisticated financial services to corporations, governments, institutions and individuals throughout the
world. The activities of J.P. Morgan and its subsidiaries include providing corporate finance advice, arranging financing,
underwriting, and securities trading, dealing in the full range of financial instruments and managing investment funds.
The Audit Department
Audit's primary responsibilities are to analyze the risks inherent in all of J.P. Morgan's business activities and to assure senior
managers that proper controls are in place to mitigate those risks. Audit's goal is to add value to managers by participating in new
product and system development, advising on the changes in the regulatory environment, and making recommendations to improve
existing controls or increase operational efficiencies.
The Audit-Plus Program
The Audit Plus Program offers students the opportunity to begin their employment in the Audit department to gain the necessary
exposure, skills and experience needed to pursue management careers. At the start of their careers, audit analysts attend a six week
training program, which offers an overview of Morgan and the basic skills needed to work within the financial services industry,
while providing exposure to senior managers throughout the firm. Audit specific training covers control concepts, methodology
and techniques, and introductory course work in both capital markets and report writing. On-going and advanced training is
provided on the products and risks of Morgan's businesses and technologies, as well as management development courses.
After classroom training, the program participants begin a series of short term assignments, followed by consecutive longer term
assignments to different audit teams. These assignments could cover any area of the firm, from Global Markets to Private Banking
to Equities, where analysts assess business risks and develop solutions for control and operational issues.
Candidate Profile
J.P. Morgan's Audit-Plus Program seeks graduates who have taken either a business, technology, or quantitative curriculum such
as economics, mathematics, management information systems, or computer science.
Candidates should be interested in
contributing to a group effort, understanding global financial markets and services, and excelling in a dynamic environment. In
addition, candidates must possess a strong academic record, superior communication skills, and leadership ability. For those who
qualify, the Audit-Plus Program provides a supportive, environment and the opportunity for a challenging and rewarding career.

Interested candidates should deposit their resumes in the "Resume Drop" at the Career Planning
Center through November 1st. For more information, please refer to the information located in the
Career Planning Center or call our Corporate Recruiting Hotline at (212) 648-9.909.
J. P. Morgan is an equal opportunity employer.
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If you're looking for some extra cash this holiday season, Pizza
Hut can offer you an ideal part-time job. You'll make great money
with a flexible schedule. You'll ensure customer satisfaction. And
you'll help out in the kitchen when needed, putting together
America's greatest pizza.

Do you have:
*an idea for a "Fairfield Face?"
*a personal story you'd like to share?
* suggestions for possible Campus
Life articles?
Well, then what are you waiting for?
Send your ideas to Box AA or to the
Mirror office on Gonzaga Ground.

WE OFFER FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS:
Great Pay($8-12/hour)
Flexible Hours
Free Meals
Accident, Medical & Life Insurance
Student Loan Services
Credit Union Membership
All we require is a clean driving record
for 6 months and a reliable automobile.
For more information please call
1-800-865-6615, CODE: HUT, or apply
in person to your local Pizza Hut.

great scores...
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PREGNANT ?

and need help...

SCALL 372-2777

PiOT

trtfjttfifjt

238 JEWETT AVENUE
Free Pregnancy Test
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06606
1-800-550-4900

on campus at Fairfield
Start now for Apr or Sept

Grants available from $10,000.00 to S200,000.00
Any purpose. Easy to qualify.
For application package, mail S10.00 to

tfffi*
Call: 1-800 735-7737
Kaplan helps you focus your
MCAT studies and build your
confidence, so you can get a
higher score.

M^-ThuS.

«ot a higher score

KAPLAN

lir

JRI Enterprises, Inc.

320S-B Lee DM
Uhigh Acres, Florida 33971
Tel (811)369-0505
Fax
tf>3)36<M5A3

This is 29* a "will find you financing" ad.

Editorial/Commentary
Not seeing spots
Letters to the Editor
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If a student drives onto campus at 11:20,
that gives the student ample time to park his or her
car and get to fourth period on time, right? Wrong.
Despite the newly marked parking areas for offcampus boarders, commuters and continuing ed.
students, there are still not enough spots. Actually,
there may be enough spots - if only commuters,
off-campus boarders and continuing ed. students
park in their designated lot behind the RecPlex.
However, many townhouse residents and students
who live on campus also use these spots.
This makes no sense. The campus shuttle
bus route has been redesigned so that there are
more bus stops. It's a waste of gas to start up a car
to drive only a few hundred meters. As far as
saving time, by the time a student starts their car,
drives to the campus parking lot, finds a legal
spot, then walks to class, have they really saved
more time then if they had taken the shuttle? This
is even more ridiculous lately, becausawe've had
great weather, and walking is great exercise.
Students who live on campus and drive to
class are taking spots that are much needed by
students who must drive to class. Security has
been ticketing cars that are parked in the wrong
lots, but this doesn't appear to be alleviating the
problem. Try to be considerate of your classmates
and leave your car by your townhouse or dorm, if
you're running late, there's always the shuttle
bus, or your rollerblades.
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Things are not always as they seem
To the Editor:
As you all know by now,
on September 7th, our close friend
Matt Pellegrino was killed in a car
accident on North Benson Road.
Since then, many rumors
speculating the cause of the
accident have circulated around
campus, mainly damaging Matt's
integrity and reputation.
For the record, as his
friends, we would like to make

sure it is known that the autopsy
results revealed no substantial trace
of alcohol in Matt's bloodstream
at the time of the accident.
According to Police Captain
Comers, in the October 14th issue
of the Connecticut Post , neither
alcohol nor drugs played a role in
the crash: "everything was
negative."
Although we still do not
know the true cause of the accident,
and perhaps we never will, we owe

it to the memory of Matt to clear
his name and put the rumors to
rest. Things are not always as they
seem.
Those of us who knew
and loved Matt understood this
from the start.
Sincerely,
Michelle Baker "95
Jen Whiting '95
Mary Lou Albert '95

FCFD can be Revived
To the Editor:
It is with disappointment
that I am writing this letter. It has
become all too apparent that the
Fairfield University Community
is not ready for FCFD. What is
FCFD? Fairfield Coalition for
Disabled Persons. I would like to
give a brief history of this group,
and indeed a brief history it is.
FCFD was founded in 1993 by
Shawn McVicker a, d nyself, and
since then has successfully held to
Persons With Disabilities
Awareness Days which featured
information tables in the Barone
Campus Center, a movie, and
lectures.
The purposes of FCFD,
as stated in its constitution, is "to
promote the civil rights of Fairfield
University students with physical
and learning disabilities and to help
serve the educational and social
needs of these students. FCFD

seeks also to educate the Fairfield
University Community about
issues concerning the physical and
learning disabled and to
mainstream them into life at
Fairfield University".
Originally
named
Fairfield Students With Disabilities
Association (FDSA), it was felt
that this implied only students with
disabilities could be a part of this
group. This is not the case. Anyone
with an interest in the purpose of
this group is and always has been
welcome; hence the inclusion of
"Coalition" as part of the new name,
which means a union working for
a common purpose.
With so many other
groups to join on campus, you may
be saying to yourself, "I would join
if I had more time." I can't accept
this excuse. The students seem to
have time for those other groups
and I doubt many of them were in
danger of being in FCFD's current

position because its primary
members graduated, and there was
nobody to take over for them. I
came back last month, as did
Shawn, for the Activities Fairjust
to try to keep FCFD alive.
However, at the first meeting, I
was the only one there.
I remain optimistic that
someday FCFD can be revived,
and if this letter motivates even
one person to do just that, I would
be happy to hear from them. I can
be reached through Linda Tribuzio,
FCFD's advisor, (ext. 2443).
FCFD would not have gotten as far
as it did without the help of Shawn
McVicker, and for that I thank
him.
Sincerely,
T.J. Murphy, '94
Acting President, FCFD

In persuit of Peace
To the Editor:
I had intended to reply to
Dr. Philip Eliasoph's gracious letter
inTlte Mirror (10/13).
But for now, let me be
silent, because I think it is better
for those of us who love the Middle

East and peace to spend time
sharing our grief and outrage at the
kidnapping and killing of Cpl.
Nachshon Wachsman.
Let us continue to pray
for the Wachsman family and their
friends.
Let us pray, too, that those

who use terrible violence never
succeed in their goal; that they
never turn the hearts of these two
great peoples away from each other
and their pursuit of peace together.
Sincerely yours,
(Rev.) G. Simon Harak, S.J.

Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of
its readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror
Office on the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must
also be typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3)
Letters must be received by 3:00 PM Sunday for publication the
following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed.
Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial
Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which
contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis so that room can be reserved for more
general topics. 6) Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should also be free of
grammatical and spelling errors. 7) All announcements and
other submissions must be typewritten and received by
6:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior notification by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received all
submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to
edit such. The Editorial Board shall determine which articles \vil! appear. The Board's_decisjonJs_finaI.
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The Samples did rank high with
FUSA's method of concert
the student body
selection
The Fairfield Mirror

To the Editor:

I am responding to James Iannoii
October 13 commentary piece entitled "Tne
Samples, Part II." I was dismayed, yet alas,
not entirely surprised to find that Mr.
Iannone's second attempt to castigate
FUS A' s choice of concert was totally devoid
of any research into the facts. Mr. Iannone
states that his problem with FUSA "lies
primarily in the selection process, not in the
band that they ultimately choose."
He goes on to say that FUSA should
have "conducted] a poll of the student body
before making such a decision." Many
students, 1034 students to be exact,
participated in comprehensive 8 page survey
that was distributed last spring. This survey
covered every aspect of University life (and
then some). Many students know me
personally as being the "crazy survey lady"
(a title I have no problem with) because I
was on a rampage to get students to TELL
ME WHAT THEY WANT from FUSA.
And they did.
Students
were
insightful,
thoughtful and brutally honest in their
assessment of everything from health
services to parking on campus to alcohol
policies to their views of FUSA—which
includes concert selection. And the thing is,
that when asked the open question, "What
bands would you like to see come to
Fairfield?" : he Samples was third only to
Pearl Jam and Billy Joel. So Mr. Iannone's
claim that "FUSA conducts its business
with a shroud of secrecy," is preposterous.
As for the statement that "FUSA
should concentrate more of their efforts on
getting input form the campus at large," I
wholeheartedly agree. Which is in part why
the branch devoted to not only finding out
what students want in the way of concerts,
but determining what problems affect
students that we can design long term
solutions for.
Mr. Iannone goes on to say,
"Imagine how I felt [that] Fairfield and
FUSA looked by approving The Samples."
It amazes me that someone who purports to
want FUSA to listen to the "student body as

LSAT
GRE
GMAT
MCAT
7.5 point increase

214 point increase

72 point increase

6 point increase
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a whole," should assert that because he and
and two of his friends don't like (or haven't
heard of ) The Samples, that they snwild
override the hundreds of students who
requested The Samples.
Mr. Iannone's opinion is important,
inasmuch as it reflects him. But it is ludicrous
for Mr. Iannone and two of his friends to
suggest that their opinions are, in anyway, a
representative sample (no pun intended) of
the entire student body.
Although the question of The
Samples is a moot point at this time, this
issue of student opinions is most certainly
not. Had Mr. Iannone contacted me (or
anyone in FUSA, including his friend, FUSA
Vice President, Luis Rivera) regarding
whether or not FUSA surveyed the student
body, he would have discovered how very
thoughtfully FUSA is working to find out
what the "majority of students want."
Surveying the student body has
nothing to do with swallowing one's pride.
As a person who is in an office that is
specifically designed to listen to students
and as a person who has had the great
privilege of hearing what students want, I
know that. I never had to "swallow my
pride," because I never put my self in the
presumptuous position of writing—er,
speaking for the entire student body without
doing the exhaustive research that such a
survey takes.
I challenge Mr. Iannone to do the
same thing.
Respectfully Yours,
Rosalind E. Van Tuyl
FUSA Vice President of University
Development
Class of 1995

To the Editor:
In response to Mr. Iannone's
article of October 8, 1994,1 would like to
take this opportunity to clarify for Mr.
Iannone and explain to the student body
how this concert process works and what
has happened recently. When FUSA is
looking for a concert, they go through
promoters who possess all the information
for touring dates of various bands.
Once FUSA knows that a bar d
will be in this area at the desirable time, the
FUSA cabinet surveys reviews student
surveys which were completed four months
ago and bases the concert decision on student
opinion. If this concert seems that it will be
attended, we look at our budgeted allowance
of $20,000, and appeal to the FUSA Senate
for the required funds.
If the Senate, your student elected
representatives, agrees upon the sum of
money, we will then contact the agent and
place our bid. If our bid is unacceptable or
not competitive, we must go back to Senate
and petition for more funds or begin to look
for another band. In terms of rumors that Mr.
Iannone wrote about, only one of them is
true. FUSA was in the process of getting Mr.
James Taylor to appear as a Fall concert. We
did find out of his availability and at thevery
least, he wanted $60,000.
Yes, Mr. Iannone, FUSA was
willing to pay this amount of money for this
quality of entertainment. The FUSA Senate,
through phone calls and summer legislation,
approved this concert by a vote of 19-1-1.
Once we got this information, we placed our
bid in. At that exact time. Mr. Taylor rerouted
his tour through Canada rather than up the
East Coast. This change in routes took him

out of our area at that time. After that, Mr.
Taylor canceled his tour altogether.
More recently, the FUSA Student
Entertainment Committee asked the Senate
for the money to place a bid for "The
Bogmen" and "The Samples" for November
11, 1994 to take place in Alumni Hall. The
FUSA Senate approved the needed funds of
$25,000 which included fire, hospitality,
maintenance, security, band's fees and agent
fees.
Unfortunately, the NCAA allows
the basketball team a short period of time for
an early signing period of recruits. As the
team is losing both Harvest and Parents'
Weekend, they have only a limited number
of weekends to practice in Alumni Hall
during this time frame. November 11 is the
last weekend for the early signing period,
and it is easy to see that is is difficult for
F.U.'s team to sign a prospect if they are
practicing in the Recreation Complex. And
the problem is we cannot move it back to the
next weekend as the Samples will be in
Chicago on November 18.
We are still looking for a concert.
Chris Pilkerton, FUSA President, and I will
not spend money on a concert just to have a
concert.
I happen to agree with Mr.
Iannone in that we do not want another
"Village People" or "Tears for Fears" with
a combined attendance that did not fill
Alumni Hall to capacity. But, if we just
spend money to have a concert at this time,
we just might have a repeat performance of
past concert failures.
Ryan Farrell '95
Vice President of Student Activities

WVOF sets the record Straight
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to last
week's article written by James Iannone
entitled "The Samples, Part II." Being the
station manager of WVOF, I thoughtihat it
was necessary to straighten out a few things
for the general Fairfield University
population, as well as for the aforementioned
Mr. Iannone, about WVOF and some of«ts
general regulations.
It was reported that two members
of WVOF Central Staff did not know who
The Samples were. A number of students
thought it was frightening that this was the
case. Just because they work for a radio
station that does not mean they have heard
of every single band who has ever recorded
an album.

Each member of my Central Staff
has their own designated position, whether
it be music related or not. So to make a big
deal that the Training Director and the Publ ic
Affairs Director have never heard of The
Samples is absurd. Their lack of knowledge
of a particular band does not mean that it
degrades their responsibilities in running
WVOF. Each has their own musical tastes,
and The Samples do not fit into the tastes of
either individual quoted.
Plea locate the section in The
Mirror entitleu WVOF Top Ten Picks of
the Week." How many of those bands have
you not heard of? Am I or any of my Central
Staff going to take shots at you because you
have never heard of one of them?
As for Mr. Iannone's response to

Joanne Hanlon' s "Letter to the Editor" article
which appeared in last weeks's newspaper,
I would like to say a few words. Don't bite
off more than you can chew; I found your
reference to Joanne and WVOF ("I'm sorry
my (James Iannone's) article, in your
opinion, made your precious little radio
station look bad") totally uncalled for and
undeserved. Any problems with the daily
operations of the radio station, whether it be
with musical programming or a particular
staff member should be directed to me
through Box R and not through The Mirror.
I wish not to start a war through this particular
medium. I write this letter not to complain
but to set the record straight.
Frank Riccio '96

Samples article was written irresponsibly
To the Editor:
I write this letter in response to
James Iannone's article "Samples, Part 2"
because I must.
Since the band is not coming to
Fairfield, discussing Mr. Iannone's taste in
music, or lack thereof, would be moot. I
write to address the blatant display of
hypocrisy and hack journalism present in
this article. In one week Mr. Iannone told the
Fairfield community nothing new about
anything. He allowed responses to his article
to become a personal issue. He even took a
quote that was not in either of the letters. The
commentaries were pleas to give the Samples
a chance.
Instead of being a responsible
journalist and going out and doing a little
research, he took a large block of the

newspaper saying "poo-poo on you, you re
wrong," and continued to whine from his
pulpit at the Mirror.
In one week Mr. Iannone did not
even think to maybe try and listen to the
Samples (I heard them on WVOF, someone
must have an album). He did not think of
going down .to the FUSA office and
investigating as to how exactly they go
about picking bands. He did not even think
of taking a (excuse the reference) sample
survey of Fairfield students as to theiropinion
and /or knowledge of the Samples (He,
Chris, and Cindy: heck, that's plenty for a
survey). He simply got mad and wrote
another uninformative, opinionated, closeminded commentary. He does not speak for
the campus and should not pretend that he
does. Allowing this article to be published in
the same issue, or at all. was just plain

irresponsible journalism. The editorial staff
needs to be more careful in its selection.
The sky is blue in my world.
If he would trv to inform us with
some facts occasionally, he might notice
that it's the same in his world.
Kevin M. Ahern '96 w/
Jimmy Downey '96
Chris Tucker '96
Ben Cawley '96
Craig Lyons '96
Billy Kane '96
Joe Franger '96
John Schwarz '96
Devin Fitzgerald '96
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Safety tips for Alcohol
Awareness Week

The truth about Horoscopes
Angie Allen
Staff Writer
We all have our little quirks about
us. Whether it's admitting that we cry while
watching Rescue 911 or still twisting our
apple stem to find out what the first letter of
our future husband's name will be, we're
surrounded by juvenile jokes that make our
lives a little more bearable. How childish,
however, are our futures seen through the
aid of astrology and horoscopes?
According to a recent article in
People magazine, horoscopes appear in
1,400 of the newspapers and magazines in
the United States. Estimating that millions
read these every day, where does this put us
on the normalcy scale?
Without admitting it, America
has become a place of "starry-eyed junkies
who suspect that the planets just might
predetermine our destinies," states People.
Horoscopes are entertaining, I just wonder
if some of us are taking them too far.
I guess you know you've got a
problem when the first thing you do upon
your exit from bed is leap to the mailbox or
front stoop to retrieve the newspaper and
thumb directly to the horoscope section.
Well, I suppose that's not all that bad, it's the
point where your life starts to be lived by
what the Resident Star-gazer threw on the
page that you need to succumb to the first
step of admittance.
People quotes Conan O'Brien
on one of his shows as saying, "Forty-seven
percent of people believe astrology has some
sort of scientific truth." That's a rather
alarming statistic, almost half of us connect
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a daily quirk as able to be explained by an
alignment of planets!
The fact that most of us do not
even admit to believing or even being curious
about our horoscopes is very ironic.
Freshmen Andrea Cardamone says,
"Although I claim that horoscopes and all
that are false and a big lie, I have this
overwhelming desire every time I get a TV
Guide to turn to the back to see what my life
will be like for the next week, don't you?"
We do, don't we? What is the cosmic force
in horoscopes that we are so attracted to?
It's the fact that someone else is
taking responsibility for us. We're off the
hook for a few minutes because someone
else is telling us what we should do and we
no longer have to worry.
I think we all want to know a
small piece of our future. If you ask people
if they'd want to know the day they 're going
to die, they'd say no; but if it's the next time
they're going to hook up or the say they
should definitely buy a lottery ticket,
everyone's in on that.
For most of us, horoscopes look
pretty good when they say something
feasible, something that we actually think
we could attain.
On the other hand, when they state
that our romance will soon slop down the
drain while also losing quite a sum of money
because we got mugged, we're apt to grab
the book of matches in order to set fire to that
section. Don't get me wrong, horoscopes
are an entertaining thing. So, keep twisting
your apple stems and living for your lucky
days, just don't let this little quirk take over
your life.

%

Eileen Harmon
Contributing Writer

Unfortunately,amajor
component of the social life at Fairfield
University is alcohol. I am not in any
position to place judgment on those who
do or do not drink alcoholic beverages.
I do, however, firmly believe
that you should be fully aware of yourself,
your surroundings and all possible
consequences before you take a sip.
We all know that alcohol impairs
the ability to judge, think rationally and
operate a car or machine. Many times this
concept is taken for granted, especially at
Fairfield—a small, relatively safe
university where there are lots of familiar
faces.
It is easy to avoid drinking and
driving if you live on campus because you
can simply walk home. Just the same, it is
accessible for beach residents to travel on
foot if they are intoxicated at the beach.

This week is Alcohol Awareness
Week and it is essential for every student
at Fairfield to recognize the power of this
drug.
It is also important to be aware
of those around you while you are under
the influence. Because alcohol inhibits
the ability to think clearly, it is a good idea
to stay in the company of friends when
drinking.
The saying "friends don't let
friends drive drunk," also insinuates
"friends don't let friends get in trouble
when they are drunk. " The possibility of
date rape, sexual abuse and drunk driving
accidents doubles when alcohol is
involved. The legal and emotional
ramifications of these acts are permanent.
Its important to have a good time
and enjoy college lifeTjy whatever means
is most comfortable. Simply keep in mind
that alcohol is powerful, mind altering and
can lead to detrimental consequences
Have fun, but be smart about it.

Drop off any quotes
of the week to
the Mirror office
or Box AA

WE
CPC.
v& DELIVER! The Career Planning Center
Did you know that ...

#

^4£5§ 'BEST PRICES
*AROUND*

Employers are increasingly using experiential education programs to identify potential
employees. Companies look at internship programs for entry level employees because the
employer has already had a chance to assess the candidate's abilities, and the employer
retains someone with experience.
Here's a sampling of some of the Non-Credit Internships available at The Career Planning
Center
Interweave Inc.. Westport...Trading company seeks Public Relations, Client Services Assistant
American Brands. Inc. Stamford...Human Resources Assistant
The Stratford Star. Stratford. Journalist and Photographer

Large Cheese & a Liter of Soda

*

$6.75

*

MBI. Norwalk...Studio Art Assistant
The Advocate, Stamford...Marketing Services

One Topping & a Liter of Soda

*

Two Toppings & a Liter of Soda

*

$7.25

*

$7.75

*

Paradigm Group. Fairfield...Consulting firm seeks Client Services Assistant
Susan Ostrov Associates. Cos Cob...Public Relations Assistant
Berkshire Hathaway Group. Stamford...Accounting

Toppings include:

CALL EXT. 2319
STAG-HER INN
FOOD COURT

-Pepperoni
—Sausage
--Meatballs
—Mushrooms
—Onions
-Peppers
—Tomatoes
2k

WE WILL DELIVER
IN 30 MINUTES OR
YOUR NEXT ORDER
IS FREE

Ms

M*

*ASK US ABOUT OUR CALZONESW*
*

*

*

United States Department of State, Washington, D.C. Summer Internships available in
accounting, business, communications, information systems, international relations, law,
natural sciences, political science, history, nursing, economics, criminal Justice and public
policy. Applications Available in the Career Planning Center...Deadline for application is
NOVEMBER 1.
RDS Associates, Red ding...Film and TV Production and Distribution
Mortgage Monitor, Stamford... Sales and Promotion, Client Services and Research
Centerchem, INC., Stamford..3IOLOGY OR CHEMISTRY INTERN to assist with biochemical
product marketing.
FOR MORE INFORMATION STOP BY THE CAREER PLANNING CENTER . DOLAN HALL
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM.
Workshops
3:10 PM Tuesday, October 25, How To Choose A Major Workshop held in the CPC
3:10 PM Wednesday October 26, Interviewing Workshop held in the CPC
3:10 PM Thursday October 27, Resume Workshop held in the CPC
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Quartet returns to their platinum R&B sounds
t

Darryl Brown
Contributing Writer
Boyz II Men
//
***** (out of 5)

With the unanticipated success of
Boyz
II
Men's
debut
album,
Cooleyhighharmoney, most fans knew it
was just a matter of time before the
Philadelphia natives would collaborate with
super-producers like Jimmy Jam and Terry
Lewis or Kenny "Babyface" Edmonds to
construct another platinum album.
It' s been four years since the release
of the group's last R&B album (Christmas
Interpretations, which hit stores in
November '93, wasn't truly R&B). Despite
releasing "End of the Road," which appeared
on the Boomerang Soundtrack and the
remake single "In the Still of the Night,"
rumors began to circulate, suggesting that
internal conflict would cause the group to
take a permanent vacation.
Other rumors stated the group had
problems with criticism for becoming a
widespread appeal, or soaring over the pop
charts. In an interview with BET's Donny
Simpson (BET, you know the station that
gets no air time in Fairfield) in response to
all the hype, they said that their music breaks
down all barriers and they hope everyone

can enjoy it. If that music falls into
mainstream, it's only because they worked
hard. ,
The new album, //, definitely
exemplifies their philosophy. The lull in
album releases is probably what allowed the
group to compose an array of quality tracks
that true fans have been waiting patiently
for.
Like the debut album, the quartet
does what they do best: Sing! On their first
single release "I'll Make Love to You,"
which held Billboard's number one spot for
nine straight weeks, the group does just that.
Lyrically the piece is a musical euphemism
for an evening of sex. But you have to admit
the group still does it with class.

The album kicks off with "Thank
You," which is reminiscent of the popular of
the popular gospel group Take Six a Capella
form with drum accompaniment and tight
harmonies. It's the group's way of paying
tribute to those who contributed to their
success.
This album resembles their
previous R&B release with uptempo cuts
preceding ballads. "All Around the World"
and "U Know" establish the pace for the first
half of the CD. On the former, Jimmy Jam
and Terry Lewis (known for producing hits
for Alexander O'Neal, Janet Jackson, Jonny
Gill, etc.) add theirtalents writing, producing,
and arranging the track. "U Know" is a
composition of heavy bass lines, guitar, and
synthesized trumpet. Mike McCary, AKA
"Bass," opens the verse by singing the first
few lines, which is uncharacteristic of the
group.
The CD ends in a typical Boyz II
Men fashion: a Capella. The group utilizes
light harmonies and Mike McCary' s baritone
voice to recreate Paul McCartney's
"Yesterday."
So for all you R&B fans who are
sick of the monotonous fusion of hip hop
and R&B (you know, the albums that are
saturated with thick baselines and mediocre
vocals), Boyz II Men's // is probably the
change you are looking for.

Dining Out

"Bridgestock" atU.B. The Hearth
The Ancestors and Compulsives
headline concert
Kevin Ridolfi
A&E Editor
"Bridgestock" hits the University
of Bridgeport campus tomorrow night,
October 21 at 9:00 p.m. The concert, which
is sponsored by the U.B. Student Congress,
features three alternative rock bands: The
Ancestors, Compulsives, and Innertube.
Tickets for the show are $5 for general
admission and the doors open at the Arnold
Bernhard Center at 8 p.m. Call 576-3278
or 576-3273 for information.
The Ancestors
Brigadoon

The Ancestors recently
releasedBrigadoon, a piece of modern
psychedelia that boasts twelve tracks,
three of which are excellent. The quartet
has performed at Carnegie Hall with the
New York Symphony Orchestra, in
China, live on MTV, and in the entire tristate area. Two songs from Brigadoon
appear on this war's New MusicSeminar
COn"i'l:ilinn C"D
UNUI umyi

Hum-in " js on the
New Music CD and is one of the best songs
off Brigadoon. The ballad features a blues
influenced guitar form Sharkey McEwen
and emotional vocals from Joe Longo.
"New Love Waltz" captures The
Ancestors' spirit and sound with its rhythmic
shifts and female background vocals. Longo
shows a voice not unlike Axl Rose shows
when Axl sings instead of screams ("Don't

Cry").
Speaking of comparisons,
McEwen's guitar intro on "MacDougal"
paints a portrait of Jimmy Page guitar
stylings. Check out the similarity between
"MacDougal" and Page's "Shake My Tree"
(Coverdale Page). This might have
something to do with the fact that
Zeppelin's producer Eddie Kramer
produced Brigadoon.
Compulsives
Songs For the Numb

The Midwest rock band,
Compulsives, flash brilliance in the lyric
writing on Songsfor the Numb. The album
speaks volumes against the ills of our
society with songs about money obsession
("Make the Sign"), sexual harassment ("Let
Us Prey"), and gun control ("We Love the
Gun").
The quintet sounds a whole lot
like old Duran Duran musically in some
places and flashes signs of the Cult and U2
in others. The rhythm reliant "The Hunger"
is an excellent track, one from the Duran
Duran school.
"Tragic Innocence," without a
doubt is the best song on the album. The
ballad questions society's methods forchild
raising: "Children I'm Busy, Go watch
TV."
Songs for the Numb is a
contradiction, the album should be retitled
Songs for the Intelligent.

Kevin Ridolfi
A&E Editor
The first thing about The Hearth
that struck me after being seated was the
cozy old country atmosphere. Fire in the
fireplace, Halloween decorations, quiet
acoustic music. Even a bale of hay in one
corner.
But The Hearth, conveniently
located on Post Road in Westport beneath
the Westport Inn, has more to offer than just
great atmosphere.
A small cocktail bar stood guard
on one side of the entrance with three tables
holding trays of Pepperidge Farms Goldfish
on the other. The bar provides a nice
divergence for what could be a lengthy wait
(one hour for a seven person table) if you
don't make reservations. The bar offers the
usual domestic beers like Rolling Rock and
Budweiser ($2.50) and imported beers like
Amstel Light and Molson Ice ($3.25) as
well as mixed drinks. For rich domestic beer
fans, Samuel Adams is listed under imported
beers because of its price.
The main dining area is pleasantly
small, holding only about fifteen tables.
Another reason to make reservations early .
A basket of French rolls and butter rested on
each table for pre-dinner snacking.
The Hearth menu, beginning with
a greeting from Chef Rocco Jatta, offers
food under several categories: appetizer,
soups, pasta, light entrees, and entrees, as
well as specialties. The menu is small, but
the quality of food made up for the lack of
listings.
The appetizers are all priced in the
five dollar range and incline Fried
Mozzarella, Caesar salad, and line, rust
P izza. The Soup Du Jour was New England
Clam Chowder. Salads either come with the
(Continued on p. 13)

the Week
WVOF
Contributing Writer
1 LizPhair Whip-Smart Phair
is the indie rock goddess of the year. Her
songs contain blunt and aggressive
feminist viewpoints. This album contains
tracks with swaying rhythms and lilting
melodies such as the catchy hit,
"Supernova."
2 Various Artists Love & A
.45 Soundtrack From the upcoming
motion picture containing haunting new
songs from Mazzy Star, The Reverend
Horton Heat, and Kim Deal as well as old
favorites including Johnny Cash's "Ring
of Fire" and Roger Miller's "King of the
Road."
3 Noise Addict Young and
Jaded A new Australian band consisting
of four 15-year-olds, signed to the Beastie
Boys' label, Grand Royal. The homemade
album creates a truly unique sound as
they sing about lost love, Evan Dando,
and vegetarianism.
4 Magnapop Hot Boxing If
you like Belly or Juliana Hatfield, then
you'll like Magnapop. This album,
produced by Sugar frontman Bob Mould,
shows the band's ability to truly rock.
5 Wedding Present Watusi A
bright, New Zealand-style pop song, a
chiming, vintage WeddingPresent jangle,
and a Pavement-like grind all mixed
together.
6 They Might Be Giants John
Henry On their sixth full length album,
these college radio regulars stray from
their usual eclectic mixture of monotone
voices and accordions to evolve into a
multipiece band. Unusual and obscure
lyrics with a sense of humor and catchy
melodies.
7 Veruca Salt American
Thighs Named after the spoiled rich girl
in the classic Willy Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory, this band has high
potential for its debut album. Powerful
harmonies and fuzzy, resonating guitars
mixed with female vocals. Somewhat
similar to the Breeders.
8 Wool Box Set Composed of
ex-members of Scream, Wool writes
emotive rock songs filled with whirlwind
guitars and catchy vocals that brim with
angst and energy.
9 Dambuilders Encendedor A
great guitar-slinging band with the added
extra of violins slithering through every
melody.
10 The Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion Orange Despite its
unconventional elements, this CD is
solidly grounded in the blues and can be
interpreted as a statement of the blues
today. Spencer's diverse sound has
influences leading back to rockabilly and
soul.
WVOF Word of the Week
Indie Rock: connotes both fans and artists
associated with independent, non-major
labels.
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Quick happenings
Jennifer Panaro
Staff Writer

Lights,
Camera,
Action! Well, the Quick Center
is at it again beginning its fifth
season with a side range of
exciting performances and
exhibitions, welcoming all
students to take part in the drama.
Tomorrow night, Oct.
21 at 8pm the Western Playhouse
Theatre Com. will perform
"Dancing at Lughnasa" by Brian
Ferill. "Lughnasa" is the story
of five unmarried sisters living
in a small village in Northern
Ireland, 1936. It is the festival of
Lughnasa and all of the sisters
are introduced to a world at large.
This is a one shot deal, so don't
miss it!
Sat. Oct. 22 at 8pm,
Peter Serkin, a world renowned
American pianist will be
performing at the Quick Center.
Peter Serkin has performed with
the worlds major symphony

orchestras as a recitalist, chamber
music collaborator and recording
artist. He is well known as an artist
that plays with passion and
integrity, a performance worth
seeing!
Beginning on Oct. 26th
and running through Oct. 30,
Fairfield's theater company will
present their first production of the
year, "Largo Desolato." This is a
political drama about repression in
a totalitarian state. Fairfield
resident Play writing professor, Ben
B. H.'lm, directed the production
of "Largo" with the help of
numerous guest directors,
designers and nine University
students. Come and show support
for your fellow Fairfield peers.
Tickets will be on sale at the Quick
Center Box office. Admission is
eight dollars.
On Sat. Oct. 29th at 8pm
Jazz Pianists Ellis Marsalis and
Marcus Roberts will perform an
array of jazz classics from the past
century. Marsalis has been declared

as New Orleans patriarch of Jazz
and Roberts is a Germany award
winner, who was blinded at the age
of four. Together they will entertain
and astound their audiences.
Tickets are $20, but discounts are
available to students.
The highly acclaimed
Trio Fontenay will perform at the
Quick Center on Fri. Nov. 4 at
8pm. They are a group of
distinguished German artists
recognized for their piano
literature. Together, Michael
Mucke, Wof Harden and Niklas
Schmidt will perform a wide range
of passages by renowned musicians
like Beethoven, Dvorak and
Schubert. Don't miss out on this
spectacular performance! Tickets
for the concert are $22, $19, $15
(discounts available).
For more information
concerning tickets, prices, dates,
times and upcoming events contact
the Quick Center Box office at
254-40100, Tuesdays and
Saturdays between the hours of
10-5pm.

Ellis Marsalis, patriarch of jazz, will perform
October 29 at the Quick.

Theatre
Fairfield opens
season
Rahul Siddharth
Contributing Writer

Vaclav Havel's Largo Desolato,
Theatre Fairfield's first production of the
1994-95 season, opens at the Unversity's
Wien Experimental Theatre on October 26
and runs through October 30.
Pressure, paranoia, victimization,
and peculiar characters abound in the political
drama about repression in a totalitarian state.
The play centers upon Professor Leopold
Nettles, a man whose scholarly writings
thrust him into the political arena and,
subsequently, the spotlight. While the
government requests he denounce his works,
and the lower classes attempt to claim him
for their own, the pressure mounts, and
Leopold's continued fear of the state only
serves to complicate his already chaotic
personal life.
While campaigning for human
rights in Czechoslovakia, Havel, ! ke
Leopold, was himself persecuted for writing
a radical book denouncing the state
However, despite four years of
imprisonment, he continued to deny his
government's authority and, with the
collapse of the Iron Curtain, was eventually
elected President of the Czech Republic.
Fairfield's resident Playwriting
Professor, Ben B. Halm, heads Largo's
production team as director. Rounding off
the company are Theatre Fairfield's
Producer, Dr. Martha,LoMonaco. Resident
Technical Director. Barry Albright, guest
lisihting/sound director. Roland LaFlamme.
guest scenic designer. Maurice Dana, guest
costume designer. Hugh Hanscn. a cast of
nine University students, and an array of
backstage/technical staff. Theirconsiderabje
efforts can be appreciated October 26-29 at
8:00 pm, with afternoon shows on October
29 and 30 at 2:00 pm. Tickets are $3.00 with
your student I.D. and will be on sale at the
Regina A. Quick,Center Box Office.
Tuesdays through Saturdays from 10 am to
5 pm and one hour prior to performance.
Tickets will also be available during lunch
and dinner hours at the Campus Center. For
reservations, contact the Box Office at 2544010.

Single
In the Store.
Only
Every Single Day!
'does not include boxed sets, multiple CD
sets, special edition or high fidelity eds

Fairfield, Fairway Plaza, (1990 Blackrock Turnpike), 333-0558
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Movie Reviews

Shawshank a fantastic
tale of frienship

Violence galore in
The Specialist
The Specialist

The Shawshank
Redemption

Sylvester Stallone, Sharon Stone, James
Wood. Woman enlists the aid of an
explosives expert to get revenge on the men
who killed her parents. (R) Running time:
110 minutes.

Grade: A. Tim Robbins, Morgan Freeman.
Surprising tale based on Stephen King
novella about a man wrongfully sent to
prison. (R) Running time: 140 minutes.

Melissa Masikiewicz
Staff Writer
Robert Gallo
Assistant A&E Editor
Hollywood tends to save up its best
dramas for the fall movie season in hopes of
garnering Oscar nominations. This fall is
no exception with several movies already
being mentioned as possible Oscar
nominees. One of these movies is The
Shawshank Redemption, which stars Tim
Robbins and Morgan Freeman as two men
who develop a lasting friendship as a result
of the twenty years they spend together in
jail.
The movie is based on a short story
written by Stephen King, and is set at the
Shawshank prison in Maine between the
years of 1947 and 1966. The movie opens as
Andy Dufresne (Tim Robbins) is sentenced
to back to back life sentences for the murder
of his wife and her lover. The plot is then
moved to the prison for the next twenty
years, where we see the horrible conditions
that the inmates are forced to endure. Andy's
first few days are his worst. He is stripped
naked, hosed down and deloused by the
prison guards upon arrival; as well as sexually
harassed in the shower by some fellow
inmates. Andy begins to settle down only
after meeting Red (Morgan Freeman) who
will prove to be his most valuable ally and
best friend while in prison.
Andy's big break comes when the
Warden finds out that Andy is a banker, and
he puts Andy to work giving him control
over the prison finances as well as the
Warden's own personal finances. This
decision by the Warden allows Andy to
hatch a plan that greatly affects the conclusion
of the movie. Andy uses this new
responsibility to keep his mjnd busy, and
also becomes engrossed in the renovation of
the prison library. Andy's involvement with
the library leads him to meet a young inmate
named Frank, who appears to have
information regarding Andy's wife's death.
Andy goes to the Warden with this new
information for help, but the Warden refuses
to help for fear of losing Andy as manager of
his finances. The Warden's decision forces

Andy to make his final decision which leads
to the amazing conclusion of the movie,
which I won't reveal for all of you who want
to go see it. The ending is pure Stephen King
with both a sense of justice as well as the
unbelievable mixed together.
The movie can be broken down
into three separate categories: an exploration
of prison life and its effects on the inmates,
the friendship between Red and Andy and
Andy's struggle to prove his innocence,
while maintaining his sanity. These three
categories are the structure around which
the whole drama of the movie unfolds.
The relationship between Red and
Andy is what really pulls the viewer in as
they learn about the two men and how their
environment (prison) has impacted their
lives. Freeman and Robbins do a terrific job
establishing what day to day life in a prison
is like, and how inmates keep themselves
busy to prevent them from losing their minds.
They seem to have such great chemistry that
by the end of the movie you really feel that
they have shared twenty years of prison time
together, rather than the relatively short
amount of time that it took to film the movie.
Their performances are so good that I'm not
sure who deserves the Oscar nomination
more.
All in all The Shawshank
Redemption is a thoughtful prison drama
that evokes a lot of emotion about many
relevant issues, including the justice system,
friendship, and hope, that many of us struggle
Theatres Around the Area
Trumbull Crown Cinemas 374-0462
Fairfield Community 255-6555
Bridgeport Showcase 339-7171
Fairfield Cinema 339-7151
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Unique card and craft store.
17 different brands of cards.
Gifts under $20.
10% discount with Student I. D.
2385 Black Rock Turnpike

When revenge is on a person's
mind, no one knows who to trust. The
Specialist is a movie based on a woman
(Sharon Stone) who wants her parents'
murderers dead and a man (Sylvester
Stallone) who wants his his ex-partner in the
FBI to pay for letting an innocent girl die in
an explosion they set up.
The characters' lives cross when
Stone needs the help of a bomb "specialist"
to put her plan into action. They get to know
each other on the phone, since Stallone
knows that he can only trust himself. And
his instincts prove to be right — she has
another plan which involves setting him up
for his former partner.
As the plot moves along, you may
find yourself at the edge of your seat,
wondering where the next bomb will be.
Stallone, as an expert, can set up an explosive
just about anywhere — one may go off as

you open a door, start your car, click open a
pen, or take a sip of yofi'r drink. Also, there
are some interesting plot twists as the viewers
try to decide whose side Stone is on. Is she
working with Stallone, for his ex-partner, or
by herself?
The only problem with this move
is in the portrayal of Stallone as a sensitive
guy. When he and his partner worked for the
FBI, they made a great team — Stallone was
the "rigger," while his partner was the
"trigger." Their rivalry began because
Stallone put his feeling above their projects.
To show just how sensitive his character is,
he is seen taking in a stray cat and clearing
a seat on a bus for a pregnant woman. When
these scenes are interspersed with Stallone
blowing up hotel rooms and bars, his sensitive
side is more than a little unbelievable. Not to
mention the fact that only the bad guys
manage to get hurt in this movie.
Those who thrive on action films
will probably enjoy The Specialist, even
though there aren't nearly as many killings
as in the majority of Stallone's films. And
although he isn't quite Mr. Sensitive, those
who don't mind watching violent movies
when the violence is justified (who wouldn't
want revenge on the people who took their
parents from them?) should also like the
movie.

Great food, cozy atmosphere
(Continued from p. 11)
entrees or can be ordered separately, each
filled a medium dinner plate and contained
the usual garden vegetables as well as
mushrooms.
The pasta selections include
Vegetable Lasagna and Linguine with
Shrimp ($14.75). Two members of our
party ordered the Linguine with Shrimp and
said it tasted very good.
The light entrees include a Hearth
burger ($6.95), which is a big chunk of beef
with fixings, and Grilled Cajun Chicken
($6.95), which is grilled chicken breast
blanketed with melted cheese and cajun
spices. Both the burger and chicken come
with a large portion of curly fries.
The entrees include Duck ($ 17.95),
Filet Mignon with Bernaise sauce ($ 18.95),
Free Range Chicken ($16.95), and Roast
Lamb ($21.95). All the entrees come with a
Sweet Potato, Vegetable, and a Salad. The
Bernaise sauce was a little tiring after a
while, so maybe asking for the sauce on the
side would be a good idea.
The specialty for the night was
Lobster ($ 12.95), which came with two Red
Bliss Potatoes and a Salad. The lobster was
a pretty decent price for a 1.25 pound lobster,
especially considering the quality. It was
my first time eating lobsterotherthan lobster
salad and I found it to be very meaty and
tasty. The excitement over wearing a bib in
public for the first time since my nursery
years only served to enhance the experience.
The dessert menu was varied with

favorites such as Cheesecake ($3.75) and
Ice Cream. The Chocolate Chocolate Cake
($4.75) would strike fear in the hearts of the
health conscious, with its chocolate fudge
cake, chocolate frosting, and chocolate
shavings. The dessert specialty for the
evening was Apple Tart ($3.50), which
looked like little pancakes. The cinnamon/
apple combination of the tart was excellent.
The dessert menu also listed several
specialty coffees which no one tried. The
coffees included traditional Irish Coffee as
well as the more exotic Victoria's Secret.
They were all priced around five dollars.
The treat for the evening was the
entertainment, an acoustic guitar player/
singer who plays on Fridays and Saturdays
after 9:00 P.M. The singer's voice carried
nicely without getting in the way of dinner
conversation. He easily pulled off songs
like Chapin's "Cats In the Cradle," Simon
and Garfunkel's "Homeward Bound," and
Stevens' "Wild World."
The Hearth is located right on Post
Road in Westport beneath the Westport Inn
(on your right hand side coming from
Fairfield). Besides the parking lot in front,
there is a parking garage behind and beneath
the Inn as well.
The food and atmosphere at The
Hearth were both excel lent as was the service.
So, in the future, keep in mind the old wives
saying: on a cold evening, come sit by the
hearth. Especially if you want to try
something other than Sidetracksor Tommys
before Harvest.

BUDS DELI

Hansen's
Flower Shop
And Greenhouses, Inc.
34S Reef Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
255-0461

(of Reef Rd.)
Our Famous Cure AH Egg Sandwiches
$1.00
with this ad
Ham, Bacon, Sausage, Canadian Bacon, or Cheese
Served Every Day till 1PM

Call Ahead

254-0748

Bagels * Homefries * Donuts * Toast * Pastry * Coffee * Drinks
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Soccer suffers through a rough week
(Continued from page 16)
in front of a Parents'
Weekend crowd of nearly
300 people.
The Stags had
some good chances to tie
the game, but fell 2-1 to
Manhattan, whose first goal
came 6:30 into the contest
due to a defensive lapse by
Fairfield.
"There wasn't
much (goalkeeper) Tony
Novello could do because
there were missed coverages
on the Manhattan players,"
Cokic said of the goal which
hit the inside of the left post
and ricocheted into the net.
The Stags got to
within 2-1 on a Egurbide
header at 43:30 of the first
half, but couldn't convert
on some late chances. Ralph
Cerulo had a shot on goal
which sailed high, as the
Manhattan goalie tipped it
over the crossbar with 6:36
left in the second half.
For the game, the
Stags outshot Manhattan 97 and Novello had four
saves. "
Barring a miracle,
the Stags will not qualify
for
the
MAAC
Championships
after

Senior Mike Gill is looking to lead the Stags to a strong Finish to the 1994 campaign.
reaching the championship
game each of the last three
years, falling to Loyola (MD)
all three times.
With four games
remaining, Cokic plans to give
more
time
to
the
underclassmen and to try
people out in preparation for
next year. The coach has been

pleased with the progress of
the younger players but feels
they still need to be led by the
older players. He feels that
some of the upperclassmen
have
exhibited
a
hardheadedness in not
helping the younger players
and being happy at a certain
level of play.

Women's soccer goes to 5-0 in
the MAAC
(Continued from page 16)
Stags outshot Canisius 1510. Goalie Christen Veach
had four saves in her third
shutout of the season.
Sunday brought
another MAAC opponent
into town, Niagara. With a
goals against average of
nearly four, Niagara was
sure to have its hands full
with the Lady Stags.
Once
again,
Fairfield broke out to a
quick lead. Anne- Marie
Levesque scored her fifth
of the season at the 5 minute
mark (assist Cara Hills).
The Lady Stags clearly had
the momentum, rarely
allowing Niagara into their
half of the field. When they
did, sweeper Mary Ann
Sadowski was there to
thwart the attack.
Midway through
the half, the Lady Stags used
one of their most lethal
combinations to take a 2-0

lead. At the 24:55 mark,
Burmaster headed a Hurley
corner kick pass into the net
for her sixth goal of the year.
For the half,
Fairfield dominated Niagara,
outshooting them 8-3.
Burmaster added
another midway through the
second
half
(assist
Beaudette) as Niagara
looked to be apathetic and
frustrated. The Lady Stags
scored two goals late in the
game. Mary Beth Creagh
netted her first of the season
(assist Burmaster) and
Kelley continued her late
game poundings, scoring the
final goal in a 5-0 victory.
"This was a very
positive weekend for us, we
scored early and were able
to execute on all of our
chances," a pleased Coach
Tanner said as he summed
up what was a great
homestand for the Lady

great scores...
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LSAT
Kaplan helps you focus your
LSAT studies and build your
confidence so you can get a
higher score. •

Stags.
NOTES: The
Lady Stags are 9-3-2
overall, 5-0 in the MAAC...
The team qualified for the
MAAC playoffs for the
third consecutive year...
Beaudette leads the squad
in goals with 8 and points
with 21... Hurley leads the
team in assists with 8...
Veach has a
1.57
goals
against
average and a
.760
save
percentage...
Kelley scored
four goals for
the week in
becoming the
team's first
MAAC Player
of the Week
this year.

Call 1800-735-7737
on Campus at Fairfield

got a higher score

KAPLAN

* As documented in the May 1994 Kaplan LSAT
Performance Study conducted by Price Waterhouse.

Summarizing the
season to date, Cokic sees a
team with a scattered focus:
"There will be some focus,
but always a player who is not
focused. I realize that the
players
don't
have
professional ambitions for
soccer, but they still must give

one hundred percent while they
are here. They must focus on the
task at hand.1'
The Stags played Boston
University (#3 in the nation)
yesterday and will play Loyola
(MD) at home on Saturday at 1:00
p.m.

Sports Wrap-Up
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
The . women's
volleyball team gained a split
over the weekend at Siena,
leaving its record at9-15. The
squad is 2-3 in the MAAC,
good for fifth place. The Lady
Stags fell to Siena 3-1(15-10,
6-15, 11-15, 8-15) before
defeating Canisius later in the
day 3-1 (11-15, 15-11, 15-5,
15-13). Junior Laura Gleason
is fourth in the MAAC in both
kills average (3.18) and
blocks average (1.12).

Fairfield stands third in the
MAAC with 2.33 blocks a
game. They play again this
weekend at Hartford's Fall
Classic. Siena leads the
MAAC at 14-6 (7-0 in the
MAAC)... The field hockey
team fell to 2-8 after its loss to
Lehigh last Saturday. That
was their last home
appearance of the season. The
squad took on Hofstra on
Tuesday and will face Holy
Cross and Siena later in the
week.

"TO BE EFFECTIVE, LEGAL EDUCATION
MUST BE A SHARED ENTERPRISE."
Victoria J. Dutcher
Assistant Director of Admissions
B.S., Siena College
Ms. Dutcher is a 1990 graduate of Siena College, where
she earned a B.S. in Marketing and Management. Prior to
coming to Western New England College School of Law, she
worked in admissions and marketing services for a junior
college in Virginia. She has also worked for a tax service and
Matthew Bender & Co., Inc., a legal publishing company.
Ms. Dutcher represents the Law School at undergraduate
schools throughout the country.
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Meet with Victoria Dutcher to learn more about
our Law School, where faculty and students
work together toward a common goal.
Info Session, Wednesday, October 26
Career Planning Center, John Dolan Hall, 1 - 3 pm

We invite applications from all persons regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, or handicap.

SCHOOL OF LAW
WESTERN NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE
1215 Wilbraham Road Springfield, MA 01119-2689 413-782-1406
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Cross Country
impressive at Iona
Ian MacNeill
Staff Writer

The Fairfield
men's cross country team
won the Iona College
Invitational at Van
Courtland Park in New
York on Saturday. The
Lady Stags also had a good
showing, with a second
place finish.
These
were
important placings in the
final regular season meet,
just two weeks away from
the
MAAC
Championships that will
be held on the same
course. For the women's
race, Iona ran away with
it, with St. Frances in third
place and Hofstra in
fourth.
The men's race
included St. Frances in
second place and Hofstra
in third.
Ian MacNeill
won the men's race with a
time of 28:36. Running a
personal best, Ronan Ryan
finished third with a time

of 28:46. He was
followed by senior Sean
Cahill, who came in
fourth in 28:55.
Other
important scorers for the
team were Damon
Daulerio who finished
seventh in 29:13, Mike
Laprey (12) and Eric
Roland (15).
Senior Fran
Arthurs won the
women's race with a
time
of
20:35.
Bernadette Sanchez ran
well with a third place
finish and second for the
team, with a time of
21:15. Also running
well for the Lady Stags
were
sophomore
Meaghan Geiger who
finished ninth in 22:17,
Noreen Fewer(12) and
Ileen Immer.
The strong
showing displayed by
both teams serves as a
good confidence builder
as the season is coming
to a close with just two
more meets left.
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Number two singles player Amy Hanson looks to perform well at the Rolex Invitational this week.
photo: Tennis Dept.

Women's tennis keeps serving up aces
Rick Thomson
Staff Writer

After taking home their
third
straight
MAAC
championship last weekend, it was
right back to work for the Fairfield
women's tennis team. On
Thursday, Holy Cross rolled into
town and rolled out 9-0 losers.
However, the Lady Stags ran ir to
talented Villanova team iy
Saturday and suffered a 6-1 defeat.
"Holy Cross was three
players better than last year when
they beat us 5-4," Coach Giachino
said. However, Fairfield has also
improved since the 1993 season
and it showed in its absolute
domination of the Crusaders. It
was evident that the Lady Stags
showed no signs of a letdown even
after last weekend's monumental
achievement.
Coach Giachino's squad
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put in another
good effort
against
Villanova, but
came up a bit
short. MAAC
champion
Amy Hanson
had to battle
the flu as well
as
her
opponent and
as a result
suffered her
first loss of the
season
at
number two
singles. It was
one of many
close matches
on Saturday
afternoon.

"Amy can break serve at will, but
on Saturday she had her serve
broken too many times," Coach
Giachino explained. Michelle
Minor, a talented freshman and
MAAC champion, lost in a threeset heartbreaker at number five
singles. After splitting the first
two sets, Minor fought back from
down two breaks in the third set
before eventually losing 7-5.
Maureen Canuso, another
sensational freshmen and MAAC
champion, came up with a win at
number three singles for the Lady
Stags while Sarah Brozek, a steady
sophomore player,chipped in with a victory in an exhibition match at
number seven singles.
"We have faced too
many lightweights" explained
coach Giachino in reference to
the Villanova loss, "so when we
go up against a team of higher
quality, we are at a disadvantage."
Hanson and Canuso
will get all the competition they
can handle next weekend, as they
have been selected to compete in
the Rolex National Indoor
qualifying. "This is the
tournament of the east," said
Coach Giachino. "The best
players from Virginia to New
York will be coming together. It
is a great arena for Maureen and
Amy to test themselves."
Meanwhile, the Lady
Stags will close out their fall
schedule this week with what is
shaping up to be a tough match
against Central Connecticut. "We
can beat them if we are physically
and mentally healthy," Coach
Giachino said. "It would be real
nice to end the fall season on a
winning note."

Intramural
update
Matt Capuzzi
Staff Writer
Finishing up the
final week of the season for
both flag football and
soccer, it looks like all of
the championship races are
up for grabs. In flag football,
Ax Wound led by Brian
Keane, Grand Pubas by Luis
Rivera, We Might Be Giants
by Matt Hogan, Electric
Bugaloo by Rob Thorburn
and Pishgoose Groose led
by Maureen Fewer are all
undefeated.
In outdoor soccer,
the title is also up in the air.
The defending champions,
Bud-A-Boom,
are
undefeated and appear the
favorite, guided by the
Garofoli brothers. Mineral
Ice, Hard Balls and Jim's
Jammers
cannot be
overlooked, either. The
Doctors of Dribble and High
Times are also without a
loss.
Goalie Mike
"StonewairZigarelli for the
Doctors and high-scoring
Ken"I left my heart at Grand
Central" Oliver for High
Times have been mainstays
for their respective teams.
T
R
I
ATHLETES OF THE
WEEK: Donna Watson,
Mike Garofoli and Colin
Rigby.

INCREASE YOUR
BRAIN POWER
EAT AT

Jersey Mike's
1700 Post Rd
Heritage Square

259-7373

SUBMARINES
&SALADS

M-FRl 8-8
SAT
10-8
SUN
11-8

i THE ONE CARD FOR CREDIT, CASH & CALLING I
The AT&T Universal MasterCard Call 1 800 438-8627 to apply
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Lady Stags lose war in the trenches
Team still dominating MAAC
David Russo
Staff Writer

There have been few
losses for the Fairfield University
women's soccer team this year,
but none as tough as Wednesday's
versus Hofstra. Hofstra entered
the game with an 11-1 record built
solely around their ability to
physically intimidate opponents.
"The Hofstra game was ugly at
best," Fairfield head coach Dave The Lady Stags are preparing for Saturday's game against Loyola.
photo: file
Tanner said.
After an early goal by
After Wednesday's tough team a 2-0 lead at the half.
Kara Burmaster (assist Elisa
loss,
the
Lady
Stags returned home
Canisius continued to
Lufler) at the 1:30 mark, Hofstra
for
a
pair
of
games
over
Parents'
counter
Fairfield's opportunities
muscled the momentum away from
Weekend.
On
Saturday,
they
faced
with
its
own,
but became frustrated
the Lady Stags, carrying a 2-1 lead
a
solid
Canisius
squad
and
on
by
Veach
and
the Lady Stags'
into the half.
Sunday
a
struggling'Niagara.
defense.
The
Lady
Stags were able
Hofstra scored again early
As
has
become
routine
to
widen
their
lead
at the 66:52
in the second half to take a 3-1
versus
Metro
Atlantic
Athletic
mark,
as
Hurley
took
a Webb pass
lead. The Lady Stags were able to
Conference
teams,
the
Lady
Stags
inside
the
box
and
beat
the Canisius
counter just 31 seconds later, as
scoredearly
and
never
relinquished
goaltender.
Canisius
then
appeared
Sharon Beaudette scored on a free
the
lead.
At
the
5:02
mark,
Webb
to
be
disinterested,
as
the
team
kick at the 49:37 mark (assist Mary
beat
the
Canisius
goaltender
from
allowed
Fairfield
to
score
three
Ann Sadowski) to cut Hofstra's
lead to 3-2. Hofstra scored an the top of the box (assist Lufler). goals within the final 16 minutes.
insurance goal five minutes later Canisius then began to generate MAAC Player of the Week Kristin
to defeat a battered Fairfield team some offense but were not able to Kelley exploded, netting all three
score, in what became a very fast of the goals, the final one coming at
4-2.
the 89 minute mark, giving her team
Defender Nicole Locher paced game.
Unlike Canisius, Fairfield a 6-0 lead and another routine
suffered a broken nose during the
game and forward Julie Webb was able to execute on its MAAC victory.
For the game, the Lady
bruised ribs in what was described "opportunities, as Webb scored
another
goal
at
the
22:21
mark
as a "combat zone" by Coach
(assist Kelli Hurley) to give her
(Continued on page 14)
Tanner.

Stags' hopes becoming dimmer
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer
The Fairfield men's
soccer team lost MAAC games to
Siena, 5-2, and Manhattan, 2-1,
this past week to erase any real
chance of qualify ing for the MAAC
Championships.
The loss at Siena was
marred by controversy when
Fairfield (4-10,3-3 in the MAAC)
officially forfeited the game with
5:54 remaining when head coach
Dejan Cokic pulled the players off
of the field due to the way game
was being officiated and the
consequent dangerous play of
Siena.
Last Wednesday's game
at Siena was physical from the
start and deteriorated to a point
where Cokic felt that his players
were in danger of getting seriously
injured or receiving red cards out
of frustration, thereby being forced
to sit out Saturday's game against
Manhattan.
"We got hit from the start
and that is the way to defeat us,"
Cokic said. "It's hard to play when
you get hit and the referees let it get
out of hand."
In addition to Siena being

blatantly offside on their first goal,
"We are not asking the
Cokic cited numerous examples of referees to be nice to us, but they
Siena players getting away with should police the infringements,"
fouls and causing Fairfield to get Cokic said.
called for retaliating out of
Down 4-0, the Stags gained
frustration.
their composure and scored twice
Xavier Egurbide' s header on goals by Craig Catanzaro (assist
attempts were consistently being "Chris Russo) and Egurbide (assist
met with elbows to the base of the Reardon) before the calls turned
neck without any calls and on two against the team once again.
occasions, Tim O'Connor was
While the decision to walk
ready for a header when a Siena off of the field was basically due to
player jumped over him with a build up of frustration, it
O'Connor being called for the foul. culminated in an incident where
Some of the more obvious Craig Lennon received a red card
lack of decent officiating related to for holding a Siena player after he
Jason Harman being taken down at had been held and shoved. Siena
midfield by a straight leg of a Siena scored on the ensuing free kick and
player without a penalty. Harman Lennon was forced to sit out the
then lost his temper with the official Manhattan game because of the
and received a yellow card.
mandatory one game suspension for
"I thought it was the end the red card ejection.
of his career and that I was going to
"If the play is going to be
go out there and carry him off of physical, it should go both ways,"
the field," said Cokic of Harman. Cokic said. "There were many near
"It's hard to tell the team to becalm fights and it was getting ugly. Our
and control their tempers when the trainer (Mark Ayotte) told me he
other team is trying to hurt them." was surprised I didn't pull them off
The officials also deemed of the field earlier."
that a Mike Reardon late hit on a
The Stags looked to put
Siena player in the box while the the Siena game behind them last
ball was out of bounds required a Saturday at home against Manhattan
penalty kick, despite the rule book
(Continued on page 14)
stating that the ball must be in play
for a penalty kick to be awarded.

Inside Sports...

This Week:

Midnight Sadness
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
At the stroke of midnight on Friday, October 15, basketball
seasons were beginning at college campuses all over the country.
"Midnight Madness" was underway once again.
ESPN had live camera crews at several of these sites.
watching thousands of crazed students who were screaming and
jumping as if they were at the Final Four. What started out as coaches
taking advantage of NCAA rules that allowed teams to have organized
practice on that date has turned into a phenomenon that sweeps a
large number of schools into a frenzy.
That night, teams don't have lay-up drills or work on their
box- and- one defenses. Instead, they put on an elaborate spectacle
that would make many players in the NBA green with envy. Highly
touted freshmen throughout the land are finally given a chance to
prove what they could do while up against real competition. Coaches
give inspiring speeches about the year ahead to ensure that everyone
was so excited that they wouldn't dare miss a game.
As I said before, this was the scene at many colleges. But
not here. I wanted to be able to partake in all of the fun of "Midnight
Madness." I wanted to be able to run over to Alumni Hall at midnight,
set to tipoff the new season with my Stag Rag in hand, ready to whoop
it up. But if I had done that on Friday night, there is a good chance
that I would have been picked up by security for suspicious behavior.
There are two major reasons why "Midnight Madness"
does not exist at Fairfield. One of them is that October 15 falls right
before Parents Weekend. The gym is set up for the mass held on
Saturday afternoon and therefore, unusable for basketball purposes.
More significantly is the fact that any signs of excitement about
men's basketball are so rare, that it is almost impossible to believe
that any could be generated at midnight, on a Friday, in the middle
of October. My guess is that about 20 people would show up, most
of them just back early from the beach and drawn like bugs to the
light.
Last year's Operation Recapture worked reasonably well,
until the season started. For the first exhibitions and the very
beginning of the regular games, large crowds turned out and one
sensed genuine enthusiasm about the upcoming campaign. Then the
Stags lost a few games and the students finally went back to their
rooms for good. The school said collectively, "Why watch our team
get blown out by Kent State, when I can stay in the comfort of my
own room and watch Duke play North Carolina?" That is a difficult
point to argue. But I have one solution.
Mere gimmicks like Operation Recapture, while noble,
don't usually work. The gimmick will get people to turn out, but once
they get there, they need to be shown something. What works better
than gimmicks? Controversy.
What Fairfield needs is a good scandal to light a fire under
it. I am all for running a clean program, but in order for a small school
like Fairfield to reach the national spotlight, it needs to have something
extra. Since it is so small, the scandal has to be that much bigger.
Giving out sneakers to high schoolers won't do the trick. Fairfield
has plenty of wealthy alumni who I am sure would like to have a
better basketball team. Have them donate a few cars and throw them
at select prized recruits. That should entice at least a couple of them
to forget the glory of playing for Bobby Knight or John Thompson
and come to Fairfield. This is the last place the NCAA would look
for rule violations, so it would be a while before the school got
caught. Once it is snagged, Fairfield will have already had the
advantage of using those players and done well enough to run away
with the MAAC several times. Therefore, everyone would be
interested in this up and coming program that is entrenched in
controversy. Sports Illustrated might want to do an in-depth
investigation about the University. Then, due to all of that publicity,
blue-chip players from everywhere will be fighting to become Stags.

Cross Country wins
at Iona; women's
tennis splits

Next Week:

Soccer teams finish up
regular season; women's
tennis a team to "watch"
out for

